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Abstract  
 

     Hostess clubs are a major nightlife business in Japan. Hostess clubs are 

considered part of "water trade", which means the traditional euphemism for the 

nightlife entertainment business, provided by hostess clubs or snack bars, and 

bars. I researched why and how water trade business has grown and prospered 

in Japanese society up to this day. I found that “water trade” is related to 

Japanese culture and society from my research. I also researched history of 

hostess clubs. Although the style of hostess clubs has changed little by little 

along with time, the fundamental of hostess clubs has not changed. Men go to 

hostess clubs, and they play with money, women, and sex. This is the 

fundamental structure of male play in “water trade”.  

     These days, popularity of hostess job is remarkable. Because of medias’ 

influence and change of value of sex, many young women desire to be 

hostesses. Now, hostesses are regarded as part of youth culture. I also realized 

education and employment systems in Japan affected the increase of hostesses. 

I interviewed 5 hostesses. I interviewed them about their hostesses’ life and their 

consciousness as a hostess. From the results of my interview, I analyzed 

hostesses’ consciousness and their life style. I also found a certain structure of 

female dominance in hostess clubs.  

     From my interview and research, I found a perspective for “water trade” 

today. Although the “water trade” industries seemed to be led by male, now, 

women support this industry by using male for their independence and for their 

purpose. Although it seems to express male supreme society, in fact, male is 

despised and looked down on from women’s viewpoint in “water trade” 

businesses. Thus, female dominance can be seen from my hostess research.  

     Also, hostess job is nothing but “process” for women. They take advantage 

of customer’s (male) mentality, and they earn money. In the long history of “water 

trade”, at the beginning it was “symbol of male dominance society”. However, 

there is no existence of male dominance structure in “water trade” anymore for 

women who work there. Hostess job is now just one of the ways for women to 

become independent in Japan.  
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Chapter 1 

Japanese Nightlife Business and Hostess Club 

 

Nightlife business has a long history in Japan. Since the Edo period, in 17th 

Century, Japanese people have created nightlife businesses reflecting 

contemporary settings. Compared to other countries, these businesses have 

remarkable and unique aspects. Besides, they have greatly influenced on our 

Japanese culture and society, even today. Especially in present-day Tokyo, we can 

see these nightlife businesses are flourishing. Going out at night after working is a 

common way to have a good time, and take stress of working off for Japanese 

society. Therefore, we have notable drinking habit in Japan. 

   I will focus on Japanese hostess (cabaret) clubs in this paper. Hostess clubs 

are a major nightlife business in Japan. Themes of hostess clubs are subject to the 

influence of geisha girl culture, and are not like general operating forms as are 

found in the US. The interpretation of "hostess-ing" in the US is the same as 

prostitution, and the meaning differs from what a "hostess" is in Japan.  According 

to “Nihongogen Daijiten”(Japanese Etymological Dictionary), basically, Japanese 

hostess clubs' term for hostess work means that female staffs employ stylized 

drinking and talking to entertain and amuse customers. In other words, hostess 

clubs are entertainment businesses and not merely social venues. Hostess clubs 

are considered part of "water trade" in Japan, which means the traditional 

euphemism for the night-time entertainment business in Japan, provided by 
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hostess clubs or snack bars, and bars. Tokyo is Japan's most famous area where 

one can patronize the “water trade”, as well as its more carnal counterpart the sex 

industry. 

     It is really important for construction of “water trade” to understand cabaret 

club culture in Japanese society. In this chapter, I will mention how “water trade” 

has prospered. Second, I will discuss the history of Japanese hostess clubs. I also 

research about present and practical hostess clubs of today. Finally, I will mention 

what types there are. The nature of relationships among hostesses, male 

employees, clients, and community members will be examined. 

  

1. “Water Trade” (Business) in Japan 

   There are two major reasons why “water trade” has prospered in Japan since 

long time ago: male society in the history and custom of drinking in Japan. 

   In Japan, recreational sex was traditionally associated with water, and all of the 

nightlife entertainment business has long been made reference to as “water trade”. 

Tokyo is the most popular area where we can see the “water trade” businesses 

going on, as well as its more carnal counterpart the sex industries. According to 

“Nihongogen Daijiten”(Japanese Etymological Dictionary), the phrase, term of “water 

trade” is created in 17th Century;  

       While the actual origin of the term “water trade” is arguable, it is seemingly 

the term come into use during the Tokugawa Shogunate (Edo) period (17th). 

The Tokugawa period saw the development of large bathhouses and an 
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expansive network of roadside inns offering hot baths and sexual release, as 

well as the extension of geisha districts and courtesan quarters in cities 

throughout the country. Bearing relation to "the floating world", “water trade” is 

a metaphor for floating, drinking and impermanence. 

    (Boy Lafayette De Mente “Selling a Sex in a Glass!“ December 3. 2012 

http://www.davidappleyard.com/japan/jp23.htm) 

 

    Prostitution was an organized subject to the control of the Shogunate 

government and the 200-plus daimyo provincial lords in their own fiefs. Boye La 

Fayette De Mente says it was a reasonable, and lawful enterprise that was not 

under a cloud of moral nobility. He explains that Japanese did not associate sex 

with vice or with the love of one person for another. Therefore, over the eons, 

prostitution has not needed the suffering imposed on Christian and Muslim people 

by their religions.  

     The strongest criticism one might make in regard to the sexual mores of 

feudalistic Japan is that it was a male society. De Mente mentions that all of the 

customs and systems designed to satisfy the needs and whims of men, and 

generally to disregard for women. Even though this was partial and deplorable, it 

was responsible for many of the feminine characteristics for which Japanese 

women are known and admired. Moreover, this is one of major reasons why “water 

trade” prospered. This men’s world made the foundation of “water trade” system. 

    However, there is no existence of such kind of male society anymore in Japan. 
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People who work for “water trade” are not forced to work there, on the contrary, in 

present day Japan, the women are getting powers. According to De Mente, in many 

ways, the tables have been turned on men, and it is women who call the sexual 

tunes. Japanese women in general are willing, and desire participants to play 

between the sexes.  

     Perhaps another strong reason why “water trade” businesses have going on 

since long time ago and prospered is because of drinking custom in Japan. In 

Japan, as in most countries, sexual activity and drinking alcohol are related.   

    Drinking for ceremonial as well as enjoyable purposes has been an 

established custom in Japan. Almost everybody in Japan drinks a little now and 

then, and the majority drink regularly. De Mente says “Among most men, being a 

strong drinker is considered traditional macho evidence, and drinking a lot plays a 

significant role in the lives of most Japanese businessmen and many 

professionals.” 

    Therefore, being friends and drinking alcohol are also related strongly. 

Basically, Japanese people get into drinking custom society when they enter 

college. It is really common that Japanese college students are drinking all year 

around starting at a welcome party. They learn how to get socialized and drink from 

it. Inviting new friends “Let’s go to drink together someday” is common cliché. The 

Japanese have traditionally believed that you could not get to really know a person 

until the person got drunk. Thus, drinking custom is really important for getting 

involved in Japanese society.  
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    Drinking is really important especially for sarariiman (white-collar workers) in 

Japanese society because being social with drinking is matter of their career for 

them. For example, settai (entertaining clients and socializing with colleagues) is 

the major way to socialize for Japanese sarariiman. The principle of settai is to 

entertain workers and clients at some place away from work, such as golf course, 

restaurant, bar, hostess club. Settai is strengthening work or business relations.  

Anne Allison, who is the author of book “Night Work” explains about this as the 

following; 

When I asked Japanese to state the objectives of business settai, for 

example, the responses were typically imprecise. The most common answer 

was that it is important to relax, unwind, let off steam, have a good time, be 

oneself, become friendly, and to pursue these activities in the company of 

fellow workers, one’s boss (or one’s employees, depending on the position of 

the speaker), and business associates. (Anne Allison 1994 “Night Work” p. 13) 

 

    Settai and drinking are closely related, in other words, being social and drinking 

are closely related. Without saying, drinking alcohol is much better to get involved 

in settai situations than not drinking alcohol. Opening up and relieving tension are 

what matters.  

    With these backgrounds, “water trade” business has grown and prospered in 

Japanese society to the present day. 
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2. History of Hostess Clubs in Japan 

   Hostess clubs are created after World War Ⅱ in Japan. These clubs were for 

the Occupation Forces when they started. Taro Fukutomi was one of famous 

industrialists of cabaret (hostess) clubs at the time. He says that hostess clubs 

began because of sexual desire of U.S. soldiers. Japanese were concerned about 

if Japanese women were in danger of being raped by U.S. soldiers. Since then, 

RAA (Recreation Amusement Association), nightclubs for the Occupation Forces’ 

soldiers, were created. After that, Hostess clubs for Japanese men began to 

appear gradually. Fukutomi started his own hostess club business at 1957, and   

he succeeded with his water trade business. Fukutomi explains his start of the 

business as the following;  

    

       Café before World War Ⅱ inspired me. These were just like cafés where 

you can have drinks and meals. Gradually, some of these cafés started to 

serve alcohol, and waitresses came to make their good looks and sex appeal 

selling points.  (Taro Fukutomi “Grand Cabaret 2002 -Cabaret Bunka Iki 

Shonin-“(The Living Witness of Cabaret Culture) exite.ism November 15, 2012 

http://media.excite.co.jp/ism/002/index3.html ) 

  

      The first decade after the end of the World War Ⅱ were the time when the 

style of the cabaret was established. Until 1949, Alcohol had been rationed in 

Japan. Fukutomi says “Because of rationing of alcohol, sale of alcohol was 
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forbidden in Japan at the time.“ So those clubs were apparently selling alcohol, but 

carrying in of visitors’ alcohol was principle. After sale of alcohol was legalized in 

Japan, dance halls and cabaret clubs were established one after another rapidly. 

Fukutomi explains that hostess’ incomes were mostly the chips from customers at 

the beginning. From around 1955, hostess came to get daily wages.  

         Hostess clubs in Japan have become popularized with high economic growth. 

We also call this economic growth “Japanese post-war economic miracle”. Since 

1955 to 1973, Japanese economy has grown dramatically. At the same time, the 

population of sararriman hadsbecome larger, and then, demands of hostess clubs 

had increased with the economic growth.  

        In addition, this time is also when settai became popular in Japan, particularly 

in the years following Japan’s surprising spurt of growth in the late 1960s. Allison 

says “Within most large companies, there is a specific budget category for 

entertainment expenses, which are referred to as settai.”  

   This time was golden age of “grand cabaret”. Grand Cabarets were large 

social associations in the economic growth time. These were also called 

“night-clubs”.  The main selling point of grand cabaret was a dance show. The 

major characteristics of grand cabaret are as below. 

      Places which customers can have food and alcohol while watching 

shows. Customers also can enjoy chatting with a hostess and a dancer. Not 

only dancers but also bands play in grand cabarets. Basically, hall of grand 

cabaret is huge so that hostesses can dance. Almost 100 hostesses were 
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working in a grand cabaret. (Osawa.T 1998 “Kieta Grand Cabaret” (Grand 

Cabaret became extinct) 

 Novemver 13. 2012   http://home.a02.itscom.net/osawa/cabaret.htm 

 

     Grand cabaret was social structure. Grand cabaret was positioned as high 

class. Qualities of each aspect of grand cabaret were really high, so expenses were 

high. However, the time was in economic growth, so people could afford that. 

Fukutomi explains how grand cabarets differ from recent hostess clubs as the 

following; 

  

        Grand cabarets were heritage of Showa era (1926-1989). Comparing 

grand cabarets and hostess clubs of today, the former are much more luxurious, 

and gorgeous. Wasting money was one of entertainment for people at the 

grand cabaret age. (Taro Fukutomi “Grand Cabaret 2002 -Cabaret Bunka Iki 

Shonin-“(The Living Witness of Cabaret Culture) exite.ism November 15, 2012 

http://media.excite.co.jp/ism/002/index3.html ) 

 

      After oil crisis, 1973, Japan fell into economic unrest. Since then, all kind of 

hostess clubs have been steadily declining. Many long-established cabarets 

slumped in business rapidly. On the other hand, around 1975, Fuzoku (red light 

place: customer can enjoy sex activity more directly than hostess clubs or 

cabarets) has prospered. Customers began to look for easier and cheaper nightlife 
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entertainments because they began to save money because of depression in 

Japan. Fukutomi explains that Band show and dance shows disappeared from 

cabaret clubs, and clear fee structure by the time system became mainstream in 

hostess clubs at the time. Thus, hostess clubs in the present age got simpler and 

plainer than grand cabarets before.  

     Even though the Japanese asset price bubble happened from 1986 to 1991, 

that economic bubble didn’t last long, so the industry of hostess club has no longer 

prospered as the golden age of grand cabarets. However, since declining of 

gorgeous grand cabaret culture, new style of hostess clubs has been firmly 

established to this day.  

    Since the middle of the1980s, new generation of hostess clubs has been 

created. At this time, the Entertainment Establishments Control Law was revised in 

Japan, and new nightlife business condition was created. People started to call 

some hostess clubs kyabakura.  

In “Onnaha Naze Kyabakura Jyo Ni Naritai Noka?”(Why women want to be 

Kyaba Jyo?) by Atsushi Miura, Miura explains characteristics of Kyabakura as the 

following;  

       The paeticular type of hostess clubs shows clear accounts that they 

show prices clearly as cabarets before, and they have gorgeous aspects of 

clubs. The first outlet was Shinjuku Cats in Kabukicho, Shinjuku, Tokyo in 1984. 

Shinjuku Cats hired office workers and college students under 22 years old as 

hostesses. There was a rumor “customers can go out with hostesses out of the 
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clubs after they go to the club 3 times.” Then, Shinjuku Cats became popular. 

Since then, New Kyabakura opened one after another. After 2 years, there were 

1000 Kyabakura clubs throughout Japan. The word Kyabakura was chosen for a 

grand prize in Japan’s keywords-of-the-Year contest for 1985 (Miura 2008, 

p.16). 

 

           Now, kyabakura has become one of cultures in Japan. The Kyabakura 

kyabakura were broadcast in Japan (“Jyotei SUPER QUEEN” TV Asahi, 2007 

“Koisuru!? Kyaba Jyo” TV Tokyo 2006). Moreover, the fashion magazine ”Koakuma 

Ageha”, which active hostesses utilize exceeded 350,000 copies for circulation. 

Now, being hostess is fashion in Japan. Many new fashion trends are created from 

hostess culture. These media had a great effect on Japanese society. Atsushi 

Miura explains this situation as the following;  

 

     Now, Kyaba jyo means not only hostesses who work for hostess clubs, but 

also women who lead new young culture, especially music, fashion, and 

makeup. They are, so to speak, models of women’s lifestyle like Barbie dolls. 

(Miura 2008, p.5) 

    

Thus, the history of hostess clubs has been changed in this way. However, 

basic principles of hostess clubs have not changed to this day.  
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3. A Type of Place 

 

Place for Men 

   Men go to hostess clubs. Some of them go there for relaxing, others go 

there on business. Men also go alone to the hostess club. However it seems much 

more common that they go in groups, like as coworkers, or people socially related 

with them, or people related to their business. Allison explains this situation as the 

following; 

     It is typically accepted that men working together should go out to a place 

like the hostess club every so often, it is also acknowledged that business 

deals must be initiated and cemented within the relaxed atmosphere of such an 

establishment. (Allison 1994, p.35) 

 

      What kind of services do hostess clubs offer to customers? There are 2 main 

points for this: attractive women and relaxation. 

      First, needless to say, appearance is the most important factor for employers 

when they employ hostesses. It is universal that beautiful hostesses are selling 

points for every club. The customers pay for the beautiful, young hostesses they 

cannot meet in their usual life. Even though some hostesses are not so beautiful, it 

is taken for granted that they have to look better. That means they have to be 

careful about their appearance. For instance, there are hair makeup artists under 

contract to hostess clubs basically. Hostesses dress up, and make up good. They 
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need to look like “Hostesses” at least. Those unusually gorgeous women are 

offered in hostess clubs. 

     Second, customers look for place where they can relax. Allison says hostess 

clubs offers spaces that are not home. She explains that home is not the space 

where they can or want to relax because they are constantly reminded of the 

problems and responsibilities of being a husband and father. Having good time 

drinking with beautiful women at a hostess club seems a common way to get rid of 

stress for Japanese men.  

 

Routine  

     The most of activities of hostess clubs are drinking, talking, joking, and flirting 

with hostesses. I will explain basic routine in hostess clubs.  

     Hostess clubs time start from greeting. Hostesses and male employees greet 

when customers enter the hostess clubs. After customers take seats, male 

employees bring drinks of customers order, and hostesses who take charge of the 

seats come to introduce themselves, and give customers their name card, then 

they start talking and enjoy drinking together.  

    Payment method has two ways, a prepayment system and a reversionary 

system. It is up to each hostess club. However, clear fee indicator is must in every 

hostess clubs.  

      The most unique part of hostess clubs’ system is that customers can pick 

their favorite hostess at hostess clubs. It is called Shimei. That means customers 
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can call hostesses they pick, and let hostesses stay at their seats while they are in 

their seats. Customers have to pay Shimei Ryokin (reservation fee, nomination fee). 

There are two major ways how customers pick hostesses. One way is that 

customers look at hostesses’ picture albums when they enter hostess clubs, then 

pick hostesses who they like. At this time, customers choose good-looking 

hostesses, or their favorite hostesses. That means customers focus on just 

hostesses’ appearance at this time. Customers can also check online hostess 

clubs’ sites, and look for hostesses with their favorite looking. Another way is that 

customers can pick hostesses after they have seats. Customers who come into 

seat without picking any hostesses are called “Free”. two or three hostesses come 

to “Free” customers’ seats and talk in the rotation, then, if costumers find their 

favorite hostesses in the rotation, they can pick the hostesses and pay Shimei 

Ryokin, then, they can keep the hostesses at their seats. Of course there are 

customers who don’t want to pick any hostesses. Shimei is not forced to customers. 

Some of customers pick the same hostesses every time they come, while, on the 

other hand, others don’t pick any hostesses and enjoy “Free”.  

  However, all hostesses want to get Shimei as possible as they can because the 

more Shimei numbers, the higher hostesses’ salaries. The hostesses who take this 

Shimei most in the hostess clubs are called “No, 1”, the most popular hostesses.  
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Male Employees 

     Male employees are indispensable at hostess clubs because they are 

bearing the important roles. There are three main jobs for them: being waiters, 

taking care of hostesses, and protecting hostesses from dangerous customers. 

     First, male employees prepare and serve all drinks and foods in hostess 

clubs. Annie mentions that their service consists of foreseeing and responding to 

the customers’ unspoken needs. Therefore, they have to be smart, and quick. 

Second, they take care of hostesses. They check hostesses’ attendances, and 

adjust shifts. They also need to be advisers of hostesses sometimes. For example, 

some hostesses, especially fresh hostesses do not know how to get Shimei, so 

male employees advise them how to deal with that.  Finally, male employees are 

bodyguards of hostesses. If there are customers who break rules of the hostess 

clubs, or some customers cause trouble, male employees come in immediately. 

They have to cope with these troubles.  

     Hostess clubs cannot consist without male employees. They seem to be 

inconspicuous, but have symbolic values. They command the whole hostess clubs. 
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Chapter 2 

Interview for Hostesses 

 

Interview Method 

    Here, I would like to mention the result of my interviews. I interviewed 5 

hostesses about their hostesses’ life. One has already retired from hostess job, 

and others are working at hostess clubs at the present time.  

 

Profile 

Ms. A 

   23 years old. She has been a hostess for 4 years. Now she works for a 

hostess club in Ikebukuro. She goes to college in Tokyo. She lives with her family. 

(Interviewed at a restaurant in Ikebukuro in December 2012) 

Ms. C   

   24 years old. She has worked at a hostess club in Shinjuku since 3 years ago. 

She goes to a graduate school in Tokyo. She lives with her boyfriend. (Interviewed 

at Waseda University in November 2012) 

Ms. K  

   25 years old. She has worked at a hostess club in Roppongi since 1 year ago. 

She is a college student in Tokyo. She is almost graduating. She also works as 

office worker in the daytime, and as a hostess at night. She lives with her family. 

(Interviewed at a club in Roppongi in December 2012) 
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Mrs. R  

   25 years old. She worked at a hostess club in Ikebukuro for 2 years. She 

earned almost ¥10,000,000 per annum. After she retired, she got married and she 

is a housewife now. (Interviewed at her home in Ikebukuro in October 2012)  

Ms .S  

   27 years old. She has worked at a hostess club in Shinjuku for 8 years. After 

she graduated from a high school, she started to be a hostess. She lives alone. 

(Interviewed at a café in Ikebukuro in December 2012) 

 

1. How did you get involved with hostess job? 

Ms. A:  I want to save money for my studying abroad fee. My parents are old and 

retired, so they cannot afford that. However I can’t give up my dream. So I decided 

to work for the hostess club. If I had enough money, I would not have started this 

job because I don’t like talking with old men.  

Ms. C:  I had admired for being a hostess since I was in a high school. We 

women can’t work for hostess clubs forever, but just when we are young. So I 

decided to work for a hostess club while I’m in a college. 

Ms. K:  Because I want to be confident. Hostesses seemed to be an amazing job 

for me. They look gorgeous and they earn large sum of money. Besides, 

hostesses can get attention from customers. So I thought if I could succeed as a 

hostess, I would be confident. Also, I wanted money. My living expenses cost a lot 

because I want to buy new cosmetics, new clothes every month.  
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Mrs. R:  After I graduated from a high school, I had been working for a cosmetic 

surgery clinic as a receptionist. The salary was not good, so I wanted to earn 

more money. You know, I don’t have a college degree, so I knew that I have no 

chance to promote. I was young, and I knew that I was cute, so I quit my job, and I 

started to work for the hostess club.  

Ms. S:  I was just interested in water trade world. My image of hostess is 

gorgeous, sexy, and beautiful. I thought hostess job suited my character. I love 

fashion, and drinking. That is why I started this job.  

 

2. What part of hostess job is hard? What do you have to be careful as a 

hostess? 

Ms. A:  When I meet impolite customers, I feel hostess job is really hard. Even 

though customers say rude things to me, I have to be patient and smile. Another 

hard part of hostess job is that we have to get shimei. In my club, shimei  ranking 

list is put up in our waiting room, and hostesses who got the lowest rank get fired 

every month. I want to divide my private time and work time, but I have to send 

text to customers even on holidays. So even though I don’t want to think about my 

work when I’m at home, and in school, but I realized hostess job is not only when 

we are working at hostess clubs but also when we are out of clubs.  

Ms. C:  I am always careful about too much drinking when I work. I try not to be 

getting drunk because I don’t want to have a hangover. I also try not to believe 

customers too much. They are just customers for me. I’m not their girlfriend or 
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mistress. To the end, I’m just a hostess. I offer fun time for them, and they have to 

pay money.  

Ms. K:  First, appearance is the most important anyway. I try to keep good body 

shape. Smile and posture are also important. Second, consideration for 

customers is important. I try hard to understand what they want me to do. I have to 

be a good listener for them and sympathize. Plus, I always check color of 

customers’ credit cards to make sure how much they can spoil me.  

Mrs. R:  Hardest part of this job is that we have to understand male mentality. If 

you can’t, you cannot be a hostess. For me, I wanted to keep being No.1 hostess, 

so I tried hard to get more shimei than any hostesses every month. Cell phone was 

always with me. Keeping touch with customers for 24hours is so important to get 

shimei.  

Ms. S:  To keep my appearance good, I have taken some cosmetic surgeries. I 

did teeth whitening too. I’m always on diet not to gain in my weight. Anyway, I 

have to spend a lot of money for making appearance better. So beauty 

maintenance costs a lot. When I’m with customers, I try hard to make them enjoy 

themselves and smile.  

 

3. How do you explain about hostess job? What is good point? What is bad 

point? 

Ms. A:  Hostess job is selling sexual stuff, I guess. I feel guilty sometimes, but I 

know this is my life. I don’t have any other choice without this to achieve my aim. 
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However, I can also think I’m lucky because not all women can be hostesses. 

Hostess job is the process of achievement of girl’s dream. Good point of hostess 

job is that I can experience what I cannot experience in my normal life. I can learn 

a lot of things from this job. Bad point is my image of men has changed. I have 

trust issue now. I came not to trust men easily because I have seen many men 

who had wives or girlfriends come to my hostess club and they tried to hook us 

up.  

Ms. C:  I do not think hostess job is not so special. Supply and demand meet in 

water trade world, so that means our job is necessary. Good point is salary is 

good, so I can make much more time than normal part time jobs. Hostess job is 

really efficient for me. Bad point is this job makes me stressed sometimes. I am 

forced to drink, and flatter customers.  

Ms. K:  Hostess job is like a drug for me. If you enter this world once, you will feel 

it is difficult to get out from the world later. Actually I am in this situation now. Good 

point is that I can improve my communication skill by this job. Bad point is that I 

am forced to be a liar. Besides, I am forced to keep irregular life because it is a 

night job. I came to get sick easily because of drinking and being a night owl.  

Mrs. R:  Hostess job is like a pseudo-romance. We cannot be hostesses without 

lies. I pretended as if I’m their girlfriend. Hostess is like an actress. That is why 

people call us, “casts”. Good point of this job is that harder I work, higher salary I 

get. Besides, I can enjoy being a girl. No one complains about my gaudy looks. 

On the contrary, they encourage that. Bad point is there is possibility that we lost 
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sense of value of money. I was wasteful of money when I was a hostess. 

Ms. S:  I really like this job because I can learn a sense of beauty from my fellow 

workers. Therefore, hostess jobs don’t require academic background, so this is 

also good point for me. Bad point is some people still have prejudice of hostesses. 

I don’t tell my parents that I’m a hostess. My parents will get angry if they know 

that.  

 

4. What do you feel and think about customers? Do you have any thought or 

view for men by undergoing hostess job? 

Ms. A:  I have been really disappointed in my hope for men since I started this job. 

I cannot stop thinking if my boyfriend goes to some hostess club like my 

customers. I cannot trust men easily anymore because I know men like playing 

with women. I also think some of customers look down on us. They think they can 

easily have sex with us just because we are hostesses. I almost give up expecting 

too much of men. Men are such kind of creatures. They want to have fun with 

young, pretty girls even when they are husbands or fathers. On the other hands, I 

also found their good point. It is that they are tolerant. Especially old customers 

are so calm and sweet.  

Ms. C:  I already knew that men like playing and women before I started to be a 

hostess because I have 3 brothers, so I didn’t expect too much of men. I think 

men who go into water trade entertainments tend to crave the limelight, and be 

dependent.  
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Ms. K:  They are like babies. Men are so simple. I agree that men go to hostess 

clubs because they work hard. Playing at hostess clubs are like rewards for them. 

I think Japanese salaried man work really hard, so they need this recreation. 

However, I don’t want to have relationship with such men who go to hostess clubs.  

Mrs. R:  Customers were just sources of revenue for me. Nothing more. Some of 

my customers seemed to be seriously in love with me, but I just took advantages 

of them, and left them when I quit. For example, I was promising a customer to 

have a serious relationship after I quit this job. He trusted me and came to see me 

everyday when I was working. However, I immediately changed my phone 

number when I quit, and I never talk to and see him anymore.  

Ms. S:  I think they are fickle, and flirtatious. If I marry someday, I want to marry 

someone who doesn’t go to hostess clubs.  

 

5. Describe your future vision after you quit this job. 

Ms. A:  After I finish saving money for my studying abroad, I’m going to quit this 

job and go to the US. I want to get MBA degree in US. Then, I want to work for a 

big company and be a career woman. I don’t want to be a housewife and depend 

on my husband’s salary even if I get married someday. This hostess job taught me 

women should be independent.  

Ms. C:  As I mentioned before, I’m going to quit my job when I graduate from my 

graduate school. I was planning I would work for a hostess club only when I’m a 

student. After I quit, I want to work for education industry because I major in 
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education and working for education industry is my dream. 

Ms. K:  I have no idea. I even don’t know until when I’m going to work as a 

hostess, but I want to marry someday.  

Mrs. R:  I already quit, and I’m married now. When I started hostess job, I had 

already had a clear future plan. That was “I will work for a hostess clubs for only 2 

years, and save money. Half of the money will be for my new car, the rest of the 

money will be in my deposit. Then, I will get married soon after I quit.” After all, my 

plan is all realized. After I quit my job, I met my husband. It was a sudden 

marriage because I was kind of in a hurry, but I’m satisfied with my life now. I think 

it is important to think and plan your future if you were a hostess. Being a hostess 

without future plans just let your life sink to the bottom. We have to understand we 

cannot work as hostesses for our entire life.  

Ms. S:  I think I’m going to quit this job soon because I’m getting old. After I quit, I 

may get married to my boyfriend. 
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Chapter 3 

Hostess and Feminism in Water Trade 

 

      Economic bubble burst (1992) let Japanese women be aware that they 

should be independent from men. The consciousness of a woman working by 

herself and earning money became strong. However, it is not easy for women to 

get a good job as full-time employees, especially, for women who don’t have 

college degrees. Since then, “working as a hostess” got one of major ways to attain 

this consciousness. In the present condition, the number of young women who 

want to be hostesses has been increasing. As I mentioned in Chapter 1, media 

have also influenced young generation.   

      In chapter 3, I will analyze the hostesses’ situations in the present time from 

my interview and research. I will, first, mention why they become hostesses. I will 

also mention what kind of women they are, and what kind of social background 

they have. Second, I will mention the lifestyles of hostesses. Characteristics of 

hostesses’ life will be examined. Third, I will analyze their consciousness. I will 

analyze hostess view for customers, their job and their future. Finally I will conclude 

my view from my interview and research.  

 

1. The Reasons Why Women Become Hostesses  

    Hostess jobs have been getting popular from year to year. Now, it is not 

surprising that high school students and college students work for hostess clubs. 
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According to the research “Ranking of jobs young women admire for” (2007), 

hostess ranked in 9th place. (Miura 2008, p.19) This is researched into the young 

women from 15 year old to 22 years old of the whole country. They answered from 

29 kinds of job choices. The first place is musician in the ranking, then, grocer, 

beautician, and nurse are followed. From this ranking, surprisingly, white-collar jobs 

such like office worker are low in the rank. Thus, admiration for working in 

entertainment world seems stronger.  

      I would like to introduce major reasons of starting of hostesses: confidence 

in appearance and change of sense of sex values and high salary. 

       

Confidence in Appearance 

      Women who desire hostess jobs somewhat have confidences, especially in 

their appearances. (cf. Mrs. R) As I mentioned in chapter 1, all hostess clubs look 

for beautiful and young hostesses. Miura explains this situation as the following; 

         The most important prerequisite for hostess job is appearance. However, 

It is not said only about hostess jobs. Good and young looks are always the 

most important for women, If they don’t have any good points except their 

appearances, it is inevitable that they choose jobs which they can make good 

use of their good appearances. Having good appearance and confidence make 

women easy to get others’ acceptances. And, women who have confidences of 

their appearances tend to choose service jobs. For example, according to 

“Jobs Ranking young women who have confidences of their appearances 
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admire for”, race queen, newscaster, flight attendant and hostess ranked in 

high positions (Miura 2008, pp,35-36). 

 

Values of Sex 

      As a social background, sexual sense of values has been changed in young 

people. Free will is considered very important in young people in Japan nowadays.  

They want to fall in love freely, and they want to enjoy sexual activity freely. Miura 

explain about this situation as the following; 

       New sex consciousness denied the idea of female-likeness, purity, and 

chastity, which were respected by the 1970s. The new sex consciousness 

contains two ideas: one idea that it is not necessary to make women look 

feminine because they are women, and another idea that it is ok that women try 

to show off their sexual magnetism because they are women (Miura 2008, 

pp,101-102).  

 

So, hostesses are equivalent to the latter idea. They want to emphasize, and to sell 

their femininity. Ms. S, whom I interviewed, also said she wanted to enjoy “being a 

girl”. Her comment is obviously following this latter idea. 

Therefore, the idea “women works for water trades are filthy” is fading. As I 

mentioned in chapter 1, media let us know existence of hostesses. This exposure 

of hostesses’ jobs by media has made young women think working for water trade 

is not something to be ashamed. Now, in Japan, it is the time people can expresses 
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their sex freely.  

 According to Ganari Takahashi, who is the telegenic president of Soft on 

Demand, one of Japan’s fastest growing porn companies, he explains “The moral 

of Japanese women are falling. Japanese women don’t think for themselves; they 

change their opinions based on what everyone around them is thinking.” (David 

McNeil “SEXY AND SMART: One Sector that Won’t be Left Behind” J@pan 

Inc.;Sep2003, Issue 47, p63)  

National traits of Japan might change value of sex in Japan. Japanese people 

have the concept: “If everyone crosses against the red right, then there’s nothing to 

be afraid of.” I suppose this is one of the strong reasons for changing value of sex 

in Japan.  

 

High Salary 

      It is not too much to say that the biggest reason why women want to be 

hostesses is because they can get high salaries. (cf. Mrs. R, Ms. A, and Ms. K)Their 

salaries are full range, but some popular hostesses earn more than 1,000,000 Yen 

every month. 

Miura mentions that women who want to be hostesses tend to think they want 

to get money easily. In short, they are present oriented. Miura says basically 

women who desire hostess jobs tend to be from low class families.  

    All hostesses have different reasons why they work at hostess clubs, and why 

they want to earn money so easily. Miura explains the major three reasons why 
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hostesses want to get money easily as the following; 

     The best three reasons are “want to live affluent”, “don’t have jobs except 

hostesses”, and “want to earn school expenses”. First, hostesses who want to 

live affluent want to feel superior to others. They want to buy high brand bags, 

clothes, and luxury cars. Second, some of hostesses say they don’t have any 

other jobs. It may be because the badness of labor conditions has influenced. 

Finally, a decline of the regional economy by a protracted economic slump 

urged the woman to independence. That is why women work for hostess clubs 

because “they want to earn school expenses” increased. Now, women without 

school education are thrown up to society with few choices (Miura 2008, p.55). 

 

 I suppose first reason is definitely present oriented thought, but second and third 

reasons are clearly prosperous in social circumstances of Japan. As Miura 

mentioned about education, now is that era in which university places outnumber 

university applicants in Japan because of declining birthrate. That means if women 

want to get stable jobs, they have to graduate from college at least. Having been 

urged to women’s independence by man-and-women Equal opportunities Act has 

influenced society greatly. The woman who cannot follow this trend is desperate, 

and is trying to catch up with it. Moreover, Even though some women fulfilled those 

conditions and have jobs as full-time employee, they are not satisfied with their jobs. 

Akiko Sakamaki explains this situation as the following; 

      The reason why hostess jobs have been getting popular is related to 
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other employment systems such as office workers. The charms of other works 

are decreasing relatively to hostess works. (Sakamaki Akiko 2009 “Kyabakura 

Jyo No Sahou “(Hostess Manners) pp, 57-58) 

 

The more the worry to employment system increases, the more hostess jobs 

which time money are easily obtained attracts women’s attentions.  

 

 

2. Hostesses’ Life  

      I will explain hostesses’ life here. I will analyze characteristics of hostesses’ 

life I found from my interview and research.  

 

 Shimei and Cellphone 

      It is obvious that all hostesses want to get shimei because the number of 

shimei decides hostesses’ salaries. Moreover, it also influences if they may be 

fired or not as Mr. A, whom I interviewed, said “Shimei Ranking list is put up in 

our waiting room, and hostesses who got the lowest rank get fired every month.” 

In short, shimei is everything for them.  

       Hostesses try hard to get shimei somehow. The most effective way seems 

to be sending text to customers often (cf. Mrs. R). This is to say, having cell 

phones are vital for hostesses. Ms. A, whom I interviewed, said she wanted to 

divide her private time and work time, but she has to send text to customers 
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even on holidays. Miura insists communicating with customers by texts is a 

major way for hostesses. Hostesses are forced to be preoccupied with their cell 

phones.  

 

Drinking 

       Main job for hostesses is drinking with customers. It might be hard for 

nondrinkers to be hostesses. However, needless to say, drinking makes 

hostesses’ health bad. As Ms. C said “I am always careful about too much 

drinking when I work”, they have to control their amount of drinking themselves. 

On the contrary, there are existences of nondrinker hostesses. Mrs. R said she 

was always drinking juice or tea when she was working because she could get 

drunk easily, and she could not focus on her work if she drank. Ms. A also 

doesn’t drink when she works because she has classes in the daytime. She 

used to drink a lot before, but she realized too much drinking at her work and her 

schoolwork were incompatible with each other. Hostesses have to care about 

their drinking capacity.  

 

Keep Good Appearances  

      As I mentioned importance of appearances, being a hostess means being 

a woman. From my interview, it is obvious that hostesses are keeping up their 

appearances like Ms. S said she has taken some cosmetic surgeries, and she is 

always on diet not to gain in her weight. Moreover, they enjoy it. Some of them 
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became hostesses because they want to improve their appearances, and have 

confidence. Ms. K also said she started being a hostess because she wanted to 

have a confidence. Hostesses are required to have sense of beauty.  

 

Comprehension of Male Mentality         

 “Why men go to hostess clubs?” This is really important to understand for 

hostesses. There are two reasons for this question. First, it is because they can 

feel like “Men” in hostess clubs. Customers want to be indulged by hostesses, 

and be recognized as “Men”. Sakamaki explains this situation as the following; 

     Almost all of men who go to hostess clubs are stressed from their work, 

and have no confidence as men. Some of them are neglected from their 

families. So they come to hostess clubs, and they want hostesses to stand by 

them. Basically, when men look for healing, they ask women for that. 

(Sakamaki 2009, pp, 18-19) 

 

Ms. K, whom I interviewed, also said consideration for customers is important, and 

she has to be a good listener for them and sympathize with them. 

    Hostesses should be like customer’s counselors. They listen to customers’ 

grumbling, and they cheer customers. Making customers have confidence by 

praising is important.  

    Another reason why men go to hostess clubs is because they expect sexual 

enticement “dream of sex” in hostess clubs. Yoda explains this situation as the 
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following;  

        “If things go well” is the expectation. However, in most cases, this 

expectation is no more than a hopeless dream…. Men have this expectation 

that someday, maybe, they will get the hostess, and if sex does occur 

between a hostess and a customer, it’s different than if it occurred with a real 

amateur. There are no traces afterwards and there’s no worry of this being 

brought into the family. (Yoda Akira 1981 “Otoko ni Totte Onna towa Nanika?” 

(What Are Women to Men?) pp. 31-32) 

 

Thus, men go to hostess clubs because they hope to have sex with hostesses. 

Ms. A, whom I interviewed, also mentioned that customers think they can easily 

have sex with them just because they are hostesses. However, hostess job is 

not having sex with customers. Hostesses are not prostitutes. At this time, it is 

really important to understand the customers’ sexual expectation and know how 

to deal with that for hostesses. Mrs. R, whom I interviewed, also said “Hostess 

job is like a pseudo-romance. We cannot be hostesses without lies. I pretended 

as if I’m their girlfriend. Hostess is like an actress. That is why people call us, 

“casts”.” In a word, hostesses need to pretend as if they are in love with 

customers, and as if they might have sex with customers someday. However, the 

truth is, they are not. Hostesses are making use of the male expectations. This is 

a business trick of hostesses.  
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3. Hostesses’ Consciousness 

     I will analyze hostesses thought from my interview and research. First, I will 

analyze hostesses’ views for customers. Second, I will mention what hostess job 

is for hostesses. Finally, I will analyze their future views.  

 

Negative Image for Customers  

  Men go to hostess clubs because they look for healing, fun, and sex. For 

men, hostess clubs are place for “no responsibility” and “sex association”. On 

the other hand, surprisingly, all 5 hostesses, whom I interviewed, explained they 

have pessimistic views of customers. Some of them said they don’t want to have 

a relationship or get married with men who go to hostess clubs. They never think 

they want men who go to hostess clubs in their private life. Their distrusts to 

male seem to be growing stronger and stronger by hostess jobs.  

 

What Is Hostess Job for Hostesses? 

       From my interview and research, I can say hostesses are businesslike 

about being hostesses. Almost all hostesses, whom I interviewed works in 

hostess clubs as part time, so they don’t take it so serious about this job. They 

want to enjoy dressing up, and get good money. Besides, they have distrusts to 

customers, so I can say it is rare for hostesses to be serious about customers. 

They treat customers well, praise, and flirt in hostess clubs. However, The truth 

in their mind is they don’t like customers. Hostesses are kind of looking down on 
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them. I can say hostess jobs give hostesses distrust to male in exchange for 

good money.  

 

Future Views 

    Clearly, hostesses’ future consciousness is divided into two ways from my 

interview. One way is that some of them have clear future views, and dreams. 

They consider hostess job is just “process in their life” for them. Another way is 

that others have no idea about next steps after they quit their hostess jobs. As Mrs. 

R said, hostesses have to understand they cannot work as hostesses for their 

entire life. On the other hand, Ms. C, who has no idea what she is going to do after 

she quits hostess job, said hostess job is “like a drug.” She also said “If you enter 

this world once, you will feel it is difficult to get out from the world later.” Because 

of good salary and good treatments, it might become hard to think about quitting 

hostess job for the latter hostesses. I suppose planning future after hostess job is 

important for them.  

 

 

4. My View and Conclusion  

By analyzing women who work in hostess clubs, I realized that social 

backgrounds affect a lot on the increase of the number of hostesses. I found that 

education and employee systems in Japan are related to the increase. I can also 

say changing value of sex is one of the reasons. Besides, hostess job is getting 
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popular for students. Moreover, I noticed structure of “feminism” in hostess 

clubs.  

 

Hostess Job Is Efficient Part Time Job for Students? 

    Apparently, student hostesses are increasing nowadays and their views 

for hostesses have a feature. Student hostesses regard hostess job as 

“part-time job”, so they do not take this job so seriously. They have clear future 

plans after they graduate from their school, so they are carefree about this 

temporally part time job. In Japanese college systems, Japanese college 

students don’t have hard curricula as US college students do. It is obvious that 

Japanese college students have much more free time than US counterparts do. 

So having part time job is a common way for Japanese college students. There 

are many students are compatible with school works and part-time jobs in Japan. 

Indeed, hostess job is really efficient for college students because they can 

make much more time and money than normal part time jobs such as waiters in 

restaurant. 

 I estimate the number of student hostesses will increase more and more in 

near future in Japan. It is not surprising that hostess job is popular for college 

students recently. According to the research “Kyabakura Jiyu Shugi”(Liberalism of 

Hostesses), 20 percent of college students in Japan want to work for hostess 

clubs. 

(Z Generation 2008) December 3. 2012 
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http://www.generationz.jp/analysis/spcolumn01.html  

 

     Three fifths of the hostesses, whom I interviewed, were college students. 

They are compatible with their schoolwork and hostess jobs. Ms. C said because 

of good salary, she could make much more time than in any normal part-time job. 

Miura explains the reason why the number of college students who work for 

hostess clubs increased is because of it is easy. Hostess job is easy to start to 

work, and easy to quit. Besides, hostess clubs have no strict rules like other 

normal part-time jobs. College students seem to be quite efficient for hostess 

job.   

 

Female Dominance in “Water Trade” World 

      Men go to hostess clubs. Men pay money and play with women. This 

structure of water trade business might be seen as existence of “Male-dominant 

society” in Japan. Male pleasure has been focused and made important in “water 

trade” business in Japan. However, by analyzing hostess works, I found new view 

of “water trade” of today. Although the “water trade” industries seems to be led by 

male, in fact, women support this industry using the male for their independence 

and for their purpose. Although it seems to express male supreme society, in fact, 

male is despised and looked down on by women in “water trade” businesses. 

Thus, female dominance can be seen from my research. For example, Mrs. R, 

whom I interviewed, said “Customers were just sources of revenue for me.” 
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Hostesses are just taking advantage of male nature.  

      Hostess job is also “process” for women. As almost all hostesses, whom I 

interviewed, had their specific future plans, they understand this job is temporary 

and nothing but part-time job. They, especially student hostesses, do not want 

devote their entire life to this job. For example, Ms. A, whom I interviewed, 

mentioned she worked in hostess clubs to achieve her big dream. She also 

mentioned she wanted to be independent financially. So some hostesses are 

making use of this easy and high salary jobs, and they get closer to their dream.  

I proved most of hostesses have clear future visions by my research. They 

understand well about themselves, more than other people do. There are also 

existences of high-educated hostesses.  

De Mente mentioned that Japanese women in general are willing, and desire 

participants to play between the sexes. Women who work for “water trade” have a 

feminist identity. I can say, now, hostess job is one of the ways for women to 

become independent in Japan. It is not only men but also women that need “water 

trade” business. We can see women-dominant structure in “water trade” business 

of today, not male-dominant. 
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